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Plenary Talk Abstract:
Augmenting collaboration of distributed production and logistics through e-Work and robotics
by effective cyber methods is becoming increasingly feasible. Now widely desired solutions to
overcome obstacles in supply networks, manufacturing, transportation, agriculture, security, and
more are becoming scientifically and technologically possible. Research and implementation of
such cyber-augmented collaboration requires understanding of human and organizational
augmentation needs for productive and effective cyber-physical production, coupled with brain
models, machine learning, and intelligent control, on the way to achieving the production goals.
At the heart of cyber-physical augmentation is the Collaborative Control Theory (CCT), guiding
the design of interacting, distributed agents. CCT and its design principles have been developed
and validated for this purpose, and are described and illustrated in this presentation with
emerging intelligent production and logistics applications, collaborative robotics, and cyberphysical production. Recently developed protocols of best matching, error-and-conflict
prevention, and dynamic lines of collaboration to overcome disruptions for resilience by teaming
are reviewed. Open research challenges are also discussed on how we can proceed to extend
solutions to current limitations through the science of production interactions.
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